
The versaTile solid fuel range

A market leading range of heating products from

www.trianco.co.uk/trg

Dimensions and 
Specifications

 
Model  G45  G60  G80

Heat output 13.2kW  17.6kW  23.5kW

Radiator surface  21m2  30m2  42m2

Based on 0.5 kW/m2 38°C driff.
Note: 8,000 Btu/h has been deducted from the total output; 

the allowance for domestic hot water.

Recommended Fuel: Anthracite grains and beans

Max burning rate  2kg/h  2.5kg/h  3.4kg/h

Hopper capacity  30kg  37kg  41kg 
(Anthracite)

Water connections  1”BSP  1”BSP  11⁄2”BSP 
2 flow and 2 returns

Thermostat: Adjustable between 55°C and 82°C

Forced draught fan  24W  24W  35W 
240v 50Hz

Flue outlet socket  5”  5”  5”

Weight  125kg  155kg  196kg 
including casing

GRaviTy Feed BoileRs
 
Heat output    TRH45

Total   13.3kW

Heating/Hot Water    11.4kW

Room    1.9kW

Radiator surface     20.2m2

Note: 4,000 Btu/h has been 20.2m2 deducted from the total 

output; the allowance for domestic hot water.

Burning rate  
Full output     2.26kg/h
Banking     0.28kg/h

BoileR
Water capacity  9.7ltr
Weight  110kg
Fire box capacity  0.031m2

Ash pan capacity  0.006m2

Miscellaneous
Flue outlet diameter  5”
Max working head  15.8m
Pressure test  310kN/m2

Combustion control

Model TRH45
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Complete 
Heating 

Solutions

Dimensions (mm)

Model  A  B  C

G45  365  1000  600

G60  445  1000  600

G80  460  1070  655

Dimensions (mm)

TRH45  A  B  C  D

Firefront  557  596  118  -

Boiler 400  546  -  352

Copyright of all contents of this leaflet is vested in TR Engineering Limited. Any part may not be reproduced without permission. 
The contents of this leaflet are accurate at the date of printing but, because TR Engineering has a policy of continual development, it 

may be superceded and should be disregarded if specifications or appearances are changed. 
The statutory rights of the customer are not affected. E&OE’s



First Choice in Solid Fuel Central Heating

Solid Fuel Gravity Feed Boiler

Solid fuel heating appliances have been at 
the core of Trianco’s portfolio of heating 
products for a number of decades. In fact 
the TRG range is renowned in the industry 
for its high quality production and sturdy, 
reliable operation. A heating system that has 
delivered unrivalled solid fuel heating and hot 
water to hundreds of homes across the UK 
over the years.

Now brought to you by TR Engineering Ltd, little has 
changed in the TRG’s production but the roomheater, 
which completes the solid fuel offering, has received a 
new and stunning modern fascia design.

Solid fuel has never been so simple and convenient to 
use, than with the EuroStar TRG range of gravity feed 

boilers. This stylish range has also been designed, 
where possible, to match the depth of all modern 
kitchen units and offers clean and quiet running 
operation, ideal if you require a free standing unit for 
a larger type dwelling.

This stylish range has been carefully designed to be 
accommodated within the home and offers clean 
and quiet running operation, ideal if you require a 
free standing unit for a larger type dwelling. The TRH 
roomheater offers that luxury, a glass front unit that 
is designed to fit neatly into a standard fireplace, yet 
powerful enough to satisfy the requirements of a 2/3 
bed-roomed house. There’s no easier or cosier way to 
be sure of warm home and constant hot water.

Simple to use, economic and quiet in operation and 
stylish in looks, feature for feature you can’t better the 
Trianco range of solid fuel appliances.

When it comes to choosing a central heating boiler 
that will look the part in any kitchen, the TRG 
floorstanding boiler measures up perfectly. The 
dimensions have been carefully tailored to match, 
where possible, the depth of all modern kitchen units. 
So easy to install, the TRG can be wired direct to the 
mains supply, with simple independent connection for 
the pump, room thermostat and optional timer. It’s 
easy to see why the TRIANCO TRG sets the standard 
for solid fuel boilers.

  A choice of three models with heat output ranging from 
45,000 to 80,000 Btu/h (13.2kW to 23kW)

  Built in fan to boost heat output on demand

  Readily accessible controls from front and top

  Easy to fill hopper holds enough fuel for 14 hours 
continuous burning

  Stylish white enamel casing

  Designed for conventional Class 1 flue system

  Easy to clean and operate

  Easy to install and maintain

e: trg@trianco.co.uk  t: 0114 257 2300www.trianco.co.uk/trg

Roomheater

 Simple to use, economic and quiet operation

  12 months parts and labour guarantee

  Model fits standard fireplace opening

  Total combined heat output for room/water, 
45,500 Btu/h (13kW)

  Room heater provides central heating for 2/3 
bedroomed house

  Adjustable thermostat

  Low cost, easy maintenance

  No firebrick required

  Burns almost any smokeless fuels (see 
recommended fuels within the user manual)

  Toughened glass in firedoor window

  One piece firedoor with positive glass fibre seal

  Available in matt black

Warming Homes for Years The TRH roomheater is the natural choice for those wishing to 
combine traditional cosiness with efficiency. A practical real coal fire 
that provides sufficient heat to run your central heating radiators and 
ample water for the entire household.

The TRH - Roomheater fits neatly into any standard fireplace opening and is 
thermostatically controlled for simple economic operation.


